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1. INTRODUCTION 
We are concerned with solutions of retarded functional differential 
equations with infinite delay. For an arbitrary function x: R -+ R” let 
x,: [ -r, 0] + R” be the map defined by 
x,(8) : = x(t + 8), 8E[-t-,O],fER. 
A retarded functional differential equation is an equation of the form 
where x(t) E R” and x,, cp are elements of a space of functions 
c-r, O] -+ R”, called the state space. We will define a very general state 
space in the next section and discuss its properties. A solution of (l.l), if it 
exists, is a continuous extention to the right and satisfies Eq. (1.1). In case 
r = co we put [-r, 0] = (- co, 0] and call (1.1) a functional differential 
equation with infinite delay. For r = 0, (1.1) becomes an ordinary differen- 
tial equation. If the function f in (1.1) does not explicitly depend on t we 
call the functional differential equation (1.1) autonomous. 
In this paper we study the nonautonomous case with infinite delay. So 
let f(t, cp) be defined for t E R and cp in a space X of functions 
(-co, 0] + R”. The choice of the state space X depends, of course, on the 
special situation one wants to describe by (1.1). The fundamental theory of 
functional differential equations, however, (e.g., existence and uniqueness of 
solutions, connection with the theory of semigroups) should be formulated 
in most general state spaces [S, 7, 12, lo]. 
In this paper we study a state space of classes of functions. We start with 
a linear space 3 of Lebesgue-measurable functions (- 00, 0] -+ R” with a 
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seminorm p which can be turned into a Banach space X of classes of 
functions by the equivalence cp - tj: o p(cp - +) = 0 for q, tj E 3’. Without 
restricting this state space too much we have to impose conditions on it 
such that (1.1) is well defined and there exist unique solutions. This is done 
by the Axioms (hl)-(h5) in [7] which are described in the next section. To 
prove additional results we need Axioms (Tl)-(T4) which make it among 
other things possible to define the integral of classes of functions at least 
over special sets [ 111. 
A solution of (1 .l) with initial function cp will be denoted by y( to, cp). 
Now we can define a family of operators U(t, t,): X -+ X, t >, t, >, 0, 
by U(t, t,)x = y,(l,, x). U(t, to), t > to > 0, is an evolution operator, 
i.e., U(t, t) = I, for t b 0, U(t, s) U(s, r) = U(t, r) for t 2 s 2 Y and 
s-lim I _ 10 U(t, s) = U( t,, s) for t, > s. Therefore we can study functional 
differential equations by means of semigroup theory [3,4, 12-151. 
Equation (1.1) has to be connected with an abstract Cauchy problem in X 
of the form 
f u(t) = A(f) 4th 
(1.2) 
U(S)=XEX, t>s>O 
where u is a function of [s, ~3) -+ X and A(t), t > 0, is a family of operators 
x+x. 
First, we define the family of operators A(t): X -+ X, t > 0. This definition 
depends on the choice of the state space. Essentially we want to have 
A( t)x = i and f(O) = f( t, x). Of course, we can only have such x in D(A( t)) 
for which f with x(0) =f(f, x) is an element in X. Moreover, the elements 
XE D(A(t)) should be absolutely continuous, i.e., there is an absolutely 
continuous representative in x. 
Now we impose conditions on the function f in (1 .l) such that the 
family of operators A(t), t 2 0, generates an evolution operator V(t, to). 
Such conditions were studied in [ 1 ] for the autonomous and in [2] for the 
nonautonomous case. 
In order that the evolution operator V(t, to) is the solution operator 
U(t, to) of equation (1.1) the functions { V(t, t,)cp, t 3 to} have to be parts 
of the solution. V(t, to)~ is the solution of (1.1) with initial function x,, = cp 
shifted by t to the left. Thus for t > t, > t, V(t, to)q has to be the function 
V(ti, to)q shifted by (t - t,) to the left. An evolution operator with this 
property is called a translation. In Section 4 we prove that the above 
defined operator A(t) always generates an evolution operator which is a 
translation if it satisfies the conditions of the Theorem of Crandall and 
Pazy [2]. 
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To convert the functional differential equation (1.1) completely into an 
abstract Cauchy problem (1.2) one has to study the connection between 
the evolution operators V(t, to) and U(t, to), i.e., one has to show in which 
sense the functions y: ( - co, 00) -+ KY, defined by y(t) : = ( V(t, t,)cp)(O), 
Yr, . .= cp, is a solution of (1.1) [3, 12-151. 
This paper is organized as follows: In the next section we define the state 
space X. In Section 3 we study the connection between (1.1) and the 
Cauchy problem (1.2). Section 4 is the main part of this paper. We prove 
that the evolution operator generated by the family of operators A(t) in 
(1.2) is a translation. 
2. DEFINITION OF THE STATE SPACE 
In this section we define the class of Banach spaces X which later on 
serve as state spaces for functional differential equations. A more detailed 
discussion of the Axioms (h 1 )-( h5) was done in [7], similar axioms were 
also studied in [S, IO]. Furthermore, we impose conditions on the space X 
which make it possible to prove results from [9] for the spaces 
C( -Y, 0; R”) and LP( -Y, 0; R”) x R” also in this space. 
Let X be a real linear space of measurable functions cp: (- co, 0] + I&!” 
and assume that there is a seminorm p on X such that X=X/p, the space 
of the equivalence classes of functions in X with respect o p, is a Banach 
space under the induced norm /1x1/ =p(q), cp E x. For any cp E X let [p] 
denote the equivalence class of cp. 
For any function cp let cp,: ( - co, 0] + R” be the function defined by 
cpl(S) = cp(t + $1 
for all s E (- co, 01. For CI > 0, r0 E R and cp E X let .%&(cp) be the set of all 
functions $: (-co, t, + a] + R” such that $,, = cp and $ is continuous on 
[to, t,+a] (on [to, co) for c1= co). Let FE,, denote the union of P&((p) 
over all cp E X. For t, = 0 we define FJcp) : = FJcp) and FU : = $&. 
The following axioms for X are used in [7]: 
(hl) $,EX for all TV [O,a] and (C/E$$~. 
(h2) There is a constant K such that /p(O)) <Kp(cp) for all VEX. 
(h3) There is a continuous, nonnegative function e(cc), defined for 
ct B 0, such that 
for all II/ E Fe(O). 
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(h4) For a cp~.% with p(q) =0 let 9 E~$(v) with q(s) =0 for 
s E (0, a], a > 0. Then we have 
Axiom (h2) implies that two functions of the same equivalence class of .9” 
have the same value at zero. Moreover, (h2) implies 
(h2’) There is a constant K such that Ix(O)1 <K 1(x(1 for all XE X. 
We define two functions cp,ll/ E $$,, to be equivalent, cp - $, if and only if 
[~,,]=[I1/,,,] and cp(s)=rl/(s) for t,<s<t,+cc and we denote the 
equivalence class of a function $ E pm.,, by [$I -. 
Let x E X, t, E R, N 2 0, and cp be an arbitrary representative of x. Then 
we denote the set of all equivalence classes of 9N,,Jcp) by F,,,,(x). Similarly 
we define F,,,, : = U ~~ XF,Jx), F,(x) := F,,“(x) and F, := F,,. Let 
JJEF,,,~ and cc/, XE~. By (hl) and (h4) the function ~,EX, y,:= [tj,], is 
well defined for any + E y. 
Axioms (h3) and (h4), respectively, imply 
(h3’) There is a continuous, nonnegative function e(cc), defined on 
a > 0, such that 
for all y E F,(O). 
(h4’) For any x 3 0 and J’ E F,(O) with v(s) = 0, s E (0, a], we have 
y,=o. 
Given cp E 9” and CI 3 0 we define the static continuation cp’ of cp by 
q”(s) = &cc + s) for SE(-‘X~, -IX), 
= 440) for SE [ -CI, 01. 
The function x: (- co, a] -+ R”, defined by x(s) = q(s) for s d 0, x(s) = ~(0) 
for s E (0, cr], is in 5EX and xr = cp’. By (hl) cp’ is in Y and by (h2) we have 
cp*(s)=ll/“(s) for SE [ -tl, 0] and [q] = [$I. Therefore we can define a 
family of operators S, : X + X, t 3 0, by 
for x E X and an arbitrary cp E x. The family S,, t 3 0, is a semigroup. 
In addition we demand 
(h5) S,, t>O, is a strongly continuous semigroup of bounded linear 
operators. 
Let N denote the set of all subsets A of ( - co, O] for which there exists a 
function cp E !E such that [q] = 0 and q(t) # 0 for all t E A. 
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Remark 1. Since @E JV, JV is not empty. If the set A is in JV then 
every subset B of A also is in JV. 
Remark 2. Let A be an arbitrary set in Jlr. A is in general not 
measurable but always contained in a measurable set B. Indeed, define the 
set B := {to (- co, 0] 1 q(t) #O} where cp is a function in % such that 
[q]=O and cp(t)#O for all ~GA. Then we have AcB, BEN and B is 
measurable. 
Remark 3. In consequence of (h2) the set (0) certainly is not in JV. For 
A EJV and t>O (h4) implies A - tcJV^. The complement of a set A EN is 
not in JV. 
Assume X satisfies the following axiom: 
(Tl) Let A,EM for n= 1, 2 ,.... Then U,“=, A,EJ”. 
Define the set 8’ : = {E c ( - co, 0] 1 B c E, B measurable and BE JV 
implies ,4(B) = 0) 6 is the set of all subsets E c (-cc, 0] for which there 
exists no measurable set Bc E which is in JV but has not Lebesgue- 
measure zero. B is not empty since for every aE (-co, 0] the set {a} is 
in 6. 
THEOREM 2.1. There is a measurable set E, E & such that 
( - co, O]\E,, E M. 
Proof: Define the set %’ : = (F 1 F is a family of disjoint measurable sets 
Bc (-cc, 0] with BE JV and ,4(B) #O}. If %‘= @ the theorem is proved. 
So we may assume that (8 is not empty. Now we use Zorn’s lemma to show 
that there exist maximal elements with respect o the inclusion in G?. Let F 
be such a maximal element. It is easy to see that F is countable. Thus by 
Axiom (Tl) the set B, := lJstF B is in M, B, is measurable and B, is not 
of Lebesgue-measure z ro. The set E, : = (-cc, O]\BO has all properties 
stated in the theorem. 
Remark. The set E, in Theorem 2.1 is not unique, because for any 
a E (- co, 0) the set E0 u {a} has the same properties. But for two sets E0 
and & which fulfill Theorem 2.1 we have E,,a & E M and A( E,a &) = 0 
(An B denotes the symmetric difference (A\B) u (B\A)). 
A further condition on the space X is 
(T2) Let A E Jlr. For all q, II/ E 55 cp( t) = $(t) for all t E ( - 00, O]\A 
implies [cp] = [$I. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let E, c ( - co, 0] be a set according to Theorem 2.1. The 
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linear space S$, : = {q JE,, 1 cp E ,55} of all functions restricted to E, has the 
seminorm pO, defined by P~((P I E,) = p(q), cp E 3, and % I ~~2% I P. 
The proof is easy. 
We define A, BE & to be equivalent, A -B, if and only if A n B E JV. If A 
and B are measurable we even have ,I(A n B) = 0. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let E, be a set as in Theorem 2.1. The following assertions 
hold: 
(i) Let A,, n = 1, 2 ,..., be measurable sets in &. Then A := 
U,“=, A,E&. 
(ii) B E d and A c B implies A E 8. 
(iii) For all A E & we have A u E,- E,, i.e., A\E, E ~4”. 
Proof. (i) Let B be an arbitrary subset of A := u,“= I A, such that 
BE Jf. Since A, E 8 we have A( B n A,) = 0 and therefore A(B) = 0. Thus 
BE&. 
(ii) is an easy consequence of the definition of 8. 
(iii) The set A\E, is a subset of (- a3,O]\E, and therefore lies in N. 
Let X satisfy in addition the following axioms: 
(T3) Let A be a measurable subset of (-co, 0) such that A(A) = 0. 
Then q(t) = $(t) for all t E (-co, O]\A and cp, 9 E 9’ implies [CJI] = [$I. 
If for every measurable set A there exists a function cp in !X such that 
q(t) # 0 for t E A and q(t) = 0 for t E (- cc, O]\A then (T3) is equivalent to 
(T3’) Let A be a measurable subset of (- 00, 0). 1(A) =0 implies 
AEJV. 
Axiom (T3’) implies Axiom (T3). But the reverse is in general not true 
(cf. Examle 1). 
(T4) For all bounded measurable sets BE d there exists a constant 
K, > 0 such that for all x E X there is a cp E x so that Se (cp( t)l dt exists and 
I B Iv(t)1 dt< K, Ilxll. 
A more detailed discussion of the Axioms (Tl )-(T4) can be found in [ 111. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let BE 8 be measurable and let x E X. Zf the integral 
jB q(t) dt exists for one cp E x then Se t/?(t) dt exists for all II/ E x and 
s, 9(t) dt = s, v(t) dt. 
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ProoJ: For ~,I,/JEX the set A := {t~(-co,01 1 cp(t)#$(t)} is 
measurale and A E Jf. B n A E JV and as by Theorem 2.3, B n A E d we get 
A(BnA)=O. 
We are now prepared to define the integral Sex dt for a measurable set 
BE&’ by 
For an arbitrary measurable set B we define 
s xdt:= s v(t) dt> cp EX. B B n &-a, 
THEOREM 2.5. Let cp, $ E X. cp and $ are equivalent if and only if 
JB 4)(t) dt = JB tilt) dt f or all bounded measurable sets B E &. 
Proof Let cp and tj be equivalent. The set A : = {t E (- co, 0] 1 q(t) # 
$(t)} is measurable and A E JV. Now assume that A(A) # 0. Then we have 
for all BE d cp = + a.e. on B and therefore the righthandside of the theorem 
holds. Conversely, let jB cp( t) dt = jB II/(t) dt for all bounded measurable 
sets BE 8 and let E, be a set as defined in Theorem 2.1. Then there exists a 
set N with Lebesgue-measure z ro such that B\N c E,. Furthermore by 
Theorem 2.3 every subset B’ c E, is in B. Thus we get cp = $ a.e. on E,. By 
Axiom (T3) we obtain {tEEo/ cp(t)#$(t)}EN and, by (Tl), 
{tE(--,011~(t)#$(t)}~J”andhence [q]=[$]. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let X = C,( - co, 0; KY) be the Banach space of all boun- 
ded uniformly continuous functions cp: (- co, 0] + R” with norm 
llqll := sup, Iq(s)l. X satisfies the Axioms (hl)-(h5) [7]. As /I.IJ is a norm, 
we may identify X by X. The only set in ~5” is the empty set. Therefore 
Axioms (Tl) and (T2) are fulfilled. If a function is defined a.e. then, by con- 
tinuity, it is unique and thus axiom (T3) is satisfied. (T3’), however, does 
not hold. We have B = 9( ( - co, 01) and for every bounded measurable set 
Bc (-co, 0] sB /q(t)/ dt exists and JB Iv(t)/ dt d IBI . li(pll, i.e., Axiom (T4) 
with K, := /BJ is satisfied. 
EXAMPLE 2. For an arbitrary YE R let X = C,( -00, 0; Rn) be the 
Banach space of all continuous functions cp: (-co, 0] + R” such that 
lim s+ -cc e’“cp(s) exists. (I(~(l~=sup_,,,~~e~~l~(~)I is a norm on X and 
therefore again we can put X=X. Axioms (hi)-(h5) are satisfied [7]. 
Again we have only the empty set in JV. Axioms (Tl), (T2), and (T3) are 
fulfilled and F =P(( - co, 01). As a constant in (T4) we have 
K, := e-Y”. 1B1, where S,E~ such that lq(sO)j =maxSEs Iq(s)l. 
409, I I2 2-x 
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EXAMPLE 3. Let 9” be the linear space of functions cp: (- co, 0] + R” 
which are continuous on [ -r, 0] with the seminorm llql\ : = 
sup _ r G f c ,, 1 cp( t) I. %” satisfies (h 1) - (h5) and X is isometrically isomorphic 
to C( -r, 0; IR’), the Banach space of continuous functions [-r, 0] -+ R”. 
All subsets of (- co, -r) are in JV, whereas in C-r, 0] there is no set of 
N. Axioms (Tl), (T2), and (T3) are satisfied. 8 consists of all subsets of 
[-r, 0] and of all subsets of (- co, 0] with Lebesgue-measure zero. 
Se q(t) dt = jen c mr,o, q(t) dt exists for (bounded) measurable BE d and 
with K, := r as a constant (T4) is fulfilled. 
EXAMPLE 4. For 1 < p < cc let !Z = 6pp( - co, 0; W) be the linear space 
of all measurable functions cp: (- co, 0] -+ R” such that j! a; Iq$s)l p ds < co. 
The seminorm p is defined by 
P(Q) := 
! 




The Banach space X is isometric to Lp( - co, 0; W) x R” and the axioms 
(hlb(h5) are satisfied [7]. The sets in .Af are the sets with Lebesgue- 
measure zero which do not contain 0. Conditions (Tl)-(T3) are fulfilled. 
&=P(( - cc, 01) and Axiom (T4) is satisfied with K, = rp, where 
l/p + l/q = 1 and rg such that B c [ - rB, 01. 
EXAMPLE 5. In [IS] the following space was studied: let p be a real 
measure on the a-algebra of the Lebesgue-measurable subsets of (-co, 0] 
and let !Z = GJp(p), 1 d p < cc, be the linear space of Lebesgue-measurable 
functions cp: ( - co, 0) + R” such that 
The following axioms are used in [S]: 
(~1) p is nonnegative. 
(~2) p is nontrivial. 
(~3) p(K) < cc for every compact subset Kc (-co, 01. 
(~4) The singular part of p with respect o the Lebesgue-measure J. is 
zero except for an atom at 0. 
The measure p is normalized by p( { 0 > )= 1. Let X0 c X be defined by 
x0= {CpEX ( cp(O)=O}. 
(~5) v’E%~ for all t 20 and cp~X,. 
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(~6) p(E)=0 for Ec(-co,01 implies p(E-t)=O for all tZ0. 
(~7) t + /(S,IJ is bounded on the interval [O, a), a > 0. 
The Axioms (pl)-(~7) imply (hlk(h5) [7]. Conditions (Tl)-(T4) and 
even (T3’) are satisfied. 
EXAMPLE 6. Let g: (- cc, 0] -+ R be a nonnegative function such that 
(i) g locally integrable over (- co, 0] and 
ess sup g(s) < a3 for all t > 0. 
--t<s<O 
(ii) There is a nonnegative function G: (- co, 0] -+ R such that for 
almost all s E (- co, 0] 
At + 3) 5 G(t) g(s) for all t < 0. 
For 1 <p < cc let X= PP( - co, 0; g; R”) be the linear space of all 





Q Ids)1 p g(s) A + IdO)l p 
-22 ) 
as a seminorm the Banach space X= %“/p is isometric to 
Lp( - co, 0; g; llP) x R” and satisfies the Axioms (hl)-(h5) [7]. 
3. FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
AND ABSTRACT CAUCHY PROBLEMS 
Let X be the Banach space defined in the last section, Q a subset of 
RxXandfamapD-tR”. For a to E R and y E X we have the following 
retarded functional differential equation 
i(t) =f(t, x,), 
WE) 
x/, = Y. 
A solution of (FDE) on the interval [to, to + cr] is an element x E F,,,& y) 
such that 
(i) x,, = Y, 
(ii) (t,x,)EQ for almost all te [to, t,+a], 
(iii) t +f(t, x,) is integrable over [to, to + a], 
(iv) x(t)=y(O)+.k,f( ~,~,)dsfor all tE[t,, t,+a]. 
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Let the following assumptions be satisfied: Axioms (hl)-(h5) are fulfilled 
in X and for all t, 3 0 and y E X there exist unique solutions of (FDE) on 
[to, co) which depend continuously on the initial data. Sufficient con- 
ditions for existence and uniqueness of solutions are studied in [7]. 
Let x(t, y) E F,,,(y) denote the solutions of (FDE) for a t, 3 0 and an 
initial function y. If we define the operator U( t, t,): X + X by 
WC lo)Y = xt(to, Y) (3.1) 
for t > to, it was shown in [7] that the family U(t, to), t > t, > 0, is an 
evolution operator on X, i.e. 
G) U(t, t)=Zx tgo (3.2) 
(ii) U(t, s) U(s, r) = UC& f-1, t>s>r>O, (3.3) 
(iii) lim U(s, to) = U(t, to) (3.4) S+, 
For any evolution operator U( t, S) the family of operators A(t): X --, X, 
defined by 
1 




is called infinitesimal generator of U(t, s), if D(A(t)) is nonempty for each 
t >, 0. 
Conversely, given a family of operators we can get an evolution operator 
under suitable conditions [2]. Therefore we need the following definitions: 
Let A be an operator from D(A) c X -+ X. A is called accretive if and 
only if 
II(Z+riA)x-(Z+iA)yll 2 lb-yll (3.6) 
for all x, YE&A) and A>O. 
An operator A is in the class S@‘(W) if and only if A + ol is accretive. 
The problem under which conditions a family of operators generates an 
evolution operator was solved by the following result of Crandall and Pazy 
Dl: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let T> 0, w E R, and A(t) be a family of operators which 
satisfy the following conditions: 
(A.l) A(?)EsY(o),O<~<T. 
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(A.2) D(A(t)) = D is independent oft (take e.g. D = D(A(0))). 
(A.3) R(Z+A(t))ID for O<t<T and O<A<&, A,>0 and 
&w < 1. 
Let .ZJt) = (I+ U(t))-’ and let the t-dependence of A(t) be restricted by 
(A.4) There is a function f: [0, T] + X and a monotone increasing 
function L: [0, 00) -+ [0, co) such that 
for 0 < A < &, 0 6 t, t < T, x E D. Then 
U(t, s)x = lim fi J,, _ 
n-00 j=, 
sjin (s+(F))x (3.7) 
exists for XED, 06s6t6T and, defining U(t,t)x:=Z, U(t,s) is an 
evolution operator. 
Crandall and Pazy proved in [2] that this evolution operator U(t, s) is 
intimately connected with the solutions of the Cauchy problem in X 
(3.8) 
We have the following result: 
THEOREM 3.2. Zf (3.8) has a strong solution u(t), i.e., there is a function 
u: [s, T] +X such that 
(i) u is continuous on [s, T] and u(s) =x, 
(ii) u is absolutely continuous on compact subsets of (s, T), 
(iii) u is a.e. differentiable and satisfies (3.8) a.e., 
then u(t) = U( t, s)x. 
Furthermore, it was studied in [2] under which conditions U(t, s)x is a 
strong solution of (3.8). 
As we can see from (3.1) the solutions of (FDE) can be expressed by an 
evolution operator. Under certain conditions they therefore also are 
solutions of a Cauchy problem with an operator ,4(t). Instead of solving 
(FDE) directly one may take the following way [3, 12-153. Construct a 
Cauchy problem as in (3.8) and show that its solutions are in a certain 
sense also solutions of (FDE). The functional differential equation (FDE) 
is converted into a Cauchy problem by the following steps: 
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First, we define a family of operators A(t) in X by 
D(A(t)) : = {x E X 1 3 cp E x: cp absolutely continuous on compact intervals, 
11/:= +a.e.on(--co,O),$(O)=f(t,x)implies$EX} 
A(t)x := [$] such that $ = ci, a.e. on (-co, 0) 
(3.9) 
and ij(O) = f( t, x). 
This definition is independent of the choice of the representatives: Let cp 
and x be functions in x, both absolutely continuous on compact intervals. 
Then ci, and i can only differ on a set with Lebesgue-measure z ro. By (T3) 
[II/] = A(t)x is unique for 1(/ = 9 a.e. on (-co, 0). 
In the second step one has to show that the family A(t) satisfies the con- 
ditions of Theorem 3.1 and thus generates an evolution operator U(t, s). 
In order that the evolution operator U(t, S) is the solution operator of 
equation (FDE) the functions { U(t, s)x, t B S} have to be parts of the 
solution, i.e., for any s 20 and any XE X there is a function ZE F, such 
that U(t, s)x coincides on the interval ( - co, 0] with the function z shifted 
by S- t to the left [4, 91. A family of operators with this property is called 
a translation. In the next section we prove that the evolution operator 
U(t, S) generated by A(t) is a translation. 
In the last step one has to show that the functions y E F,,, , defined by 
and 
y,o=x 
Yt = (U(4 to)x)(o)~ 
are at least in a generalized sense solutions of (FDE). 
4. TRANSLATIONS 
In this section we investigate under which conditions the evolution 
operator defined in (3.7) is a translation. For a more precise definition of 
translation we need some notions: Let $, t > 0, be a family of operators 
F, +F,, defined by 
xz=y, (4.1) 
where y0 = z, and y(s) = z(t + S) for SE [0, co). Then Y; is a semigroup in 
F, [7, Lemma 4.21. 
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Let the projection Q: F, +X be defined by 
Qz=zo (4.2) 
for all z E F* . The space F, is metrizable and complete [7, Lemma 4.11 
DEFINITION 4.1. A family of operators U( t, to), t > t, 2 0, on X is called 
a translation if and only if for all x E X there is a z E F, such that 
for all t > t,. 
U(t, t,)x = Qy;‘- ,,z (4.3) 
Note that we have a fixed t, in Definition 4.1 and therefore z is indepen- 
dent of I,. If U(t, to) is in addition an evolution operator we have 
U(t,, t,)x = z,, and for s > 0 we have (U(t, + S, t,)x)(O) = (Qy’,z)(O) = 
zz(O) = z(s). For two functions cp, $ E !X let q(t) = $(t) p-a.e. denote that 
cp(t)=ll/(t)for tE(-co,O]\Nwith NEJV, i.e., [q]=[$]. 
Now we can describe translations by 
LEMMA 4.2. Let U(t, to) be a family of evolution operators on X and let 
t, be fixed. Then we have for all T > 0 
(U(t, to)xN~) = 
i 
(Vt + 0, &3)x)(O), t+e>to 
x(t _ t, + e) t+ea,, p-a.e. (4.4) ? 
for all x and for all T > t > to if and only if U(t, to) is a translation. 
The proof is easy. Thus it is sufficient to prove the translation property 
only for bounded t-intervals. For a fixed to define T( t - t,)x : = U( t, t,)x. If 
we put t : = t - t, the family of operators T(i) is a translation if and only if 
(TWX)(e) = (T@+ ebw), 
i+ego, 
x(7+ e), i+ e 3 0, p-a.e. 
for all i> 0. As we deal with nonautonomous problems T(i) is not a 
semigroup. 
Let T > 0. For all functions I/: [0, T] -+ X define the map v: (( - co, 0] u 
CO, Tl) x IX Tl + R” by 
0(e, t) I= v(t)(e), p-a.e. for edo, 
V(min(B + t, T})(O) for e>o. (4.5) 
Let x* be a fixed element of the dual space of R” with 1(x*/l < 1 and let E 
be a bounded measurable set in 8. By (h4), (T4), and Theorem 2.5 
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j,(uW + il, t)x*) d q exists and is unique. Therefore we can define the map 
i7: [0, T12 + R by 
v’(O, t) := j (~(0 + q, t), x*) dq. (4.6) 
E 
LEMMA 4.3. Let V and W he two maps from [0, T] in X and let 6, GJ be 
defined as in (4.6). Then we have with a constant K, > 0: 
(a) Iv”(R t) - @(R s)l 
6K,(1+T)sup{IIV(~,)-W(~,)ll 1 lr,-r,ldlt-~1) (4.7) 
(b) v”(0, t) is continuous in 0. 
Proof: (a) Iv”(0, t) - G(0, s)l <SE Iu(0 + v], t) - ~(0 + r, s)l &. Now we 
consider these sets E for which we have 8 + v < 0 for all q E E, 
I IdO + r, t) - 46 + v, s)l 4 E 
= s I v(t)(v) - W)(rl)l 4 by Axiom (T4) EfH 
d K, II v(t) - WN K, >O. 
Now let E be such that 0 + q > 0 for all r] E E: Using (h2’) and E c ( - T, 0] 
we get 
J Iu(~+v, t)-w(O+v,s)/ 4 E 
< T.Ksu~{l/V(r,)- WrJll 1 Ir, -rT 6 It-d}. 
Thus we have for an arbitrary set E E b, 
i IdQ + 4, t) - 40 + VI, s)l 4 E 
where K2 := max{K,, K}. The proof of (b) is easy (cf., e.g., [6, p. 1991). 
As an easy consequence of Lemma 4.3 we get 
LEMMA 4.4. Let V: [IO, T] -+ X be continuous and let v” be defined as in 
(4.6). Then i!(tI, t) is uniformly continuous (with respect to 0) in t and v” is 
continuous. 
LEMMA 4.5 [9, Lemma 2.11. Let Y be an arbitrary Eunuch space and let 
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Z x J be a closed rectangle in R2 and @: Z x J -+ Y continuous. For all CI, /3 E Z 
and s, t E J we have 
j’ [VW, 0) - $(a, a)] do = j” [‘He, t) - $(e, s)] de. 
s 1 
Then I,Q& CJ) is constant on lines 0 + G = constant. 
Now let the operator A(t) be defined as in (3.9). For -A(t) let the con- 
ditions of the Theorem of Crandall and Pazy (Theorem 3.1) be satisfied for 
all T> 0. Then -A(t) generates an evolution operator V(t, S) on 
D = D( -A(t)) given by 
V(t,s)x := lim fi Z- n-  ,=, ( (y/4 is+?))) ‘x (4.8) 
for XED and O<sdt. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let V(t, s) be defined as in (4.8). Then V(t, s) is a trans- 
lation. 
Proof: Let x and s be arbitrary but fixed and let t < T. The map 
U: [0, T] -+ X is defined by 
U(t):= V(t+s,s)x= lim fi I-iA(s+i/n) 
-1 
x. 
n-cc m/n-t’=’ ( ) 
We define the maps u and ii as in (4.5) and (4.6). U is continuous and by 
Lemma 4.4 also ii is continuous. Let U,: [0, T] + X be defined by 
un(t) := C X(i- lln,iln3(t) Ii (Z-~&+J~))-‘x. (4.9) 
i j= 1 
IIU,(t)- U(t)/1 +O uniformly in t [a]. 
If we define for iJ, the functions u,, and ii,, as in (4.5) and (4.6) we get by 
Lemma 4.3 ii,, + ii uniformly and we have 
u,(., i/n)l(-,,0j = U,(i/n)= fi Z-iA(s+j/n) --lXEX 
,=l ( > 
The family (u,(., i/n)}i satisfies 
n(x, - xi- 1) - A(s + $2)x, = 0, x0=x, (4.10) 
in X. 
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As for all i we have u,(*, i/n) E D(A(s + i/n)) there is a representative of 
uJ., i/n) (again denoted by u,J., i/n)) which is absolutely continuous on 
compact intervals and ti,(., i/n) E X. Therefore we get ri,(., i/n) E 3” and 
(4.11) 
Using (4.10) and (4.11) we get 
Therefore we get for a, fl d 0 
i 
Yh 
CM% 0) -da, 011 da 
Plfl 
5 
p = C%A& 44 - h(t), p/n)1 d& (4.12) 
a 
For 8 > 0 u,(6), t) is unique, constant for 8 + t = constant and ji ~“(0, t) dt 
exists for a, be [0, T]. Using u,(a, CJ) = u,(a + 0, 0) for a >O a short 
calculation shows that (4.12) also holds for a, PE (0, T]. As 
lim B+0+ u,(& t)= u,(O, t), Eq. (4.12) even holds for a, /?E [O, r] and 
therefore also for a, (3 E ( - 00, T]. Replacing a and /3 by a + q and fi + V, 
q E ( - 00, 0 J and using an element x * of the dual space of [w” with J/x*1/ < 1 
we get 
s pT ([u&3+1], o)-uu,(a+q, o)], x*)da 
= ~(Cu.(o+rl,4/n)-u,(B+~.Pl”)l,X*)dB. i 
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Integrating over a bounded measurable set E E d and using the Theorem of 
Fubini and the definition of ii, we have 
and for n-co, p/n-s, qln-+t we get 
jt [ii@, a) - il(a, a)] da = jp [ii(& t) - i7(8, s)] de. 
s a 
Thus ii satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4.5. Therefore we have 
jE (u(v, t), x*1 4 = jE (u(t + v, Oh*) 4 
and as E was an arbitrary bounded and measurable set in &’ we get by 
Theorem 2.5 
(4% t), x*1 = (u(t + r, Oh x*)2 p-a.e. 
for 9 E (-cc, 01, i.e., for all x* E (R”)* with 1(x*/l d 1 there is a set NE JV 
such that 
(qe, t), x*) = (qt + 8, o), x*) (4.13) 
for all tI E (-cc, O]\N. Using (Tl) and the fact that (NY)* is separable, we 
can show that (4.13) also holds for a set N1 EN which is independent of 
x*. Thus we obtain 
u(e, t) = u(t + 8, 0) 
for all 0 E ( - CD, O]\N,, and so by (4.5) and Lemma 4.2. V(t, S) is a trans- 
lation. 
Remark. This proof is a generalization of the proof in [9] for the 
spaces C( -I, 0; BY’) and Lp( -r, 0; W) x KY’. 
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